
“This Side”

RIVER POETS 
www.riverpoets.com

Calendar of  Poetic Stuff, Information, 
and Miscellany with a nod to some friends.

When? - most* at 7:30 PM on the 1st Thursday
Where? - most* at the Bloomsburg Public Library
                           upstairs in the Community Room**

*Some poetry may be elsewhere or begin earlier or later
** stair & elevator accessible

Origins: Founded in May 1994 at the Bloomsburg Public Library, 
or possibly in a log cabin. Legend is that we started on time, once.

*** Recommended public health safety guidelines will be followed. ***

Date & Time Featured Reader(s) Theme & Other Information MC

April 2023 N/A
Word About Town / Pocket Poetry Promo Event: 
Distribute public domain poems & RP info. N/A

April 13, 2023

7:30 PM 

Open Reading Opportunity

Poetry 
Battle Royale

Theme: Ars Poetica (poem(s) on the art of  poetry) ~ 
Get Ready to Rumble!  Get Ready to Tumble!  See 
BIO section below for our Battle Royale description.

*** April is National Poetry Month ***

TBD

(via MC Mud
Wrestling Match)

May 4, 2023

7:30 PM 

Open Reading Opportunity

K. A. Hays
Theme: (with consideration for the date, "May the 
Fourth Be With You", but not necessarily the Force)
Forces. Force of  Nature, Tour de Force - get creative!

*** May = anniversary. We celebrate turning 29 ***

Linda
Dietrichson

June 1, 2023

6:30 PM

Open Reading Opportunity

Marguerite Chamuris

@ Robinson’s Cottage

Theme: Truth within Opposites ~ Night or Day, 
Cold or Hot, Poor or Rich, Dark or Light, Asleep or 
Awake, Hate or Love, Foe or Friend, there is no room
for falsity here. Find some middle ground, it is time to
shine a light on some truth, on your truth.

Danny
Robinson

June 3, 2023

10 AM – 3 PM

Everyone

@ Shikellamy State Park

Susquehanna Greenway Outdoor EXPO: 
Volunteers needed to help promote River Poets at our
interactive space. Maybe read some nature poems.

N/A

July 6, 2023

7 PM 

Open Reading Opportunity

Everyone

@ Town Park

Theme: Songs for the Susquehanna ~ Join us near 
the river as we share poetry from the Songs for the 
Susquehanna booklet which River Poets published.  
Or, bring your own “river” poems to share.

Michael
DeMarco

August 3, 2023

7 PM
Open Reading Opportunity

Brash

@ Kocher Park

Theme: Brash ~ Come hear our own River Poet, 
Brash, tell her tales in poetic form. Share your own 
poems about when you acted brashly, confident but 
aggressive, or observed someone else acting that way.

Andira
Dodge

August 17, 2023

6 PM 
Everyone

Plan Our Future

6 PM – 7:55 PM at the Library. Jet stream or Gulf  
stream? Select your current, then join us & share your 
ideas of  how we sail or soar ahead & which stream to 
take. Come be part of  the planning committee. 

N/A

August 19, 2023

10 AM – 4 PM
Everyone

Bloomsburg Arts Fest

Downtown Bloomsburg, Inc. event: Volunteers 
needed to promote River Poets at our interactive 
space. And in cooperation with Art Cart, we will be 
encouraging children to “Go Fly a Haiku”

N/A

September 7, 2023
7:30 PM 

Open Reading Opportunity

Jerry Wemple
Theme: September Song(s) ~ The autumnal 
landscape is on our immediate horizon, and summer 
fading in our rear-view mirror, what song will you be 
singing to September.

Dave 
Barsky

For Open Reading Opportunity, poems that focus on the theme are suggested, but never mandatory.

Biographical Information

Poetry Battle Royale –– Rumble! Tumble! Six poets will enter, only one poet will leave when we throw-down poetry style. 
The first 6 slots on the sign-up will read for 10 minutes each, everyone else will only be able to share one short poem in the 
Open Mic round. If  you have wanted to be a featured reader at a River Poets event, but were never asked, or unsure you had 
enough material for the usual allotted 30 minute read, this is your opportunity to grab one of  these six spotlights.

K. A. Hays –– Katie, born and raised in Southeastern PA, has lived in Central PA for twenty years. The author of  four 
poetry collections, her most recent is Anthropocene Lullaby (published 2022). Katie has also published short stories and verse 
translations. Her work has appeared in many publications, including Gray's Sporting Journal, Northern Woodlands, Orion, and Best 
American Poetry. Her poems have been recorded in audio form by people who are much better readers than she is, including 
Nidia Hernández in Spanish translation for the radio show La maja desnuda; Garrison Keillor for NPR's The Writer's Almanac; 
and Ada Limón for The Slowdown podcast. Katie enjoys working with undergraduate writers at Bucknell University and living 
in downtown Lewisburg with her husband, two kids, and a border collie who supervises them all. 

Marguerite Chamuris - Marguerite grew up and still resides in Bloomsburg, PA. She has been writing poetry since 2015. 
In 2021, she began sharing these poems through her blog, at http://margueriteelaine.com, and Instagram account, at 
marguerite.elaine.writer. Marguerite’s poems explore personal topics reflected through her environment, especially the magic 
of  nature. In 2022, her poem “The Same” was published in the Warren Literary Journal (Bloomsburg University).



“Other Side”

Brash - Her chosen pen name has the meaning of impudent, bold and sassy. She has been described as a force of  nature and a 
force of  poetry. Come experience this at the August reading at Kocher Park. 

Jerry Wemple - published three poetry collections and has a new collection forthcoming. He is currently at work on a 
nonfiction book about his ancestors who include a “free mulatto” born in the mountains of  the western Carolinas in the 
1700s as well as early German immigrants to Pennsylvania. His poems and nonfiction work appear in numerous journals and
anthologies. He teaches in the Creative Writing program at Bloomsburg University. 

Other Venues & Events

     Bloomsburg University –     Big Dog Reading Series   (information updated on www.riverpoets.com as events are known)

     April 13, 2023 @ 6 PM, Fiction writer Asali Solomon. Carver Hall. Solomon’s first book, Disgruntled, was named 
     best book of  the year by the San Francisco Chronicle and the Denver Post. Her debut story collection, Get Down, 
     earned a Rona Jaffey Foundation Award. 

     April 30, 2023 @ 6 PM, Warren Literary Journal, Bloomsburg University’s annual student literary and art journal, will 
     have its release party in the Haas Gallery which will include brief  presentations by the writers and artists. 

    Bucknell University, Lewisb  u  rg, PA   ~ Stadler Center Writers Series, the Stadler Center Slams, and the Stadler    
    Center Children's Series.  These events and happenings usually occur on Tuesday and Friday (slams) and an 
    occasional Saturday.  You are encouraged to explore their website and attend the events which speak to you.  

https://www.bucknell.edu/academics/ centers-institutes-and-resources/stadler-center-for-poetry/events.html 

Connecting with the RIVER POETS – Still waiting for the world to right itself, our power of  ESP has dissipated, so the 
responsibility rests solely in your hands to make contact with us.  You could show up and track us down at any of  our events; 
however, if  you are not the stalking type, connect with us by contacting any one of  these members:

 Mike DeMarco at mdmep@ptd.net or telephone him at (570) 387-0920
 Linda Dietrichson at lindadietrichson@gmail.com

If  you are computer friendly and would like to receive reminders of  poetry events, please send your email address to 
Janet Locke at janetmarielocke@gmail.com. Do not forget to mouse click your way to and through our digital home 
at www.riverpoets.com.

Publication Opportunity – Ours has a catch: you must be heard for you to be seen. Poems submitted for consideration 
in our booklet must have been read aloud at   a River Poets   reading between   March   20  23   and   March   202  4  .  Show up, enunciate, 
invoke elocution, and then S  ubmit  !  Submission limit is four   typed pages   of  poems per poet. Your last chance to submit 
occurs at the March 2024   reading  ,   bring hard copies of  poems, or attach to an e-mail (only .odt, .doc, .docx, or .rtf  file 
formats will be accepted) and send to Steven Concert at paperlesspoets@gmail.com with "River Poets submission" in the 
email subject header & copy to wordrummager@gmail.com. 

The plan is for our booklet to be assembled and ready for distribution by the June 2024 reading and you may buy at least one 
(at a ridiculously low price for these original works).  If  you miss this year's booklet deadline (as you are new to the River 
Poets), there will be future opportunities to submit.  There are copies of  earlier River Poets booklets if  you are curious about 
River Poets progress, art, and production efforts over time.  We know where they are and we are darn proud to be amateurs.

Please understand, we have reached tentatively into this century and continue to explore the junction of  space, time, energy, 
and matter with varying degrees of  success.

OTHER THINGS of  importance somewhere.  Our readings often feature a poet/reader and sometimes a theme; 
sometimes both a reader and a theme are present, and usually followed by an “open reading opportunity”.  Although not 
strictly rule-bound, we do encourage a 3-poem or 5-minute time constraint on open readers (not open-ended) before we 
bring out the hook.  Mostly we try to avoid having the audience wander away before the teapot makes a circuit or fall off  
their chairs while sleeping.  All people and all works are welcome — bring original items, favorite works, songs, a story, even 
a complete fabrication or two.  River Poets are an encouraging and supportive group of  pilgrims, pioneers, and seekers of  
wisdom.  Hopefully you will find us notoriously polite and not too preachy. Honestly!

open reading opportunity® is trademarked, copyrighted, and reserved by the River Poets of  Bloomsburg (as far as we 
know and believe).  People may use those words singly or in combination, but we would like some recognition or a citation 
that River Poets® (also copyrighted) was an early user and promoter of  that particular order of  letters.  Thank You. 
(FYI — we do not claim these two words as original).

You may obtain similar information (possibly updated, hopefully not outdated) on our web page.  
While there, you will find random links to other people, places, and things.  We may be coming soon 

to Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, (check Wikipedia eventually).  And yes, we are approachable in person.

THINGS TO KNOW – If  you go you will return, so there is time to learn it all. 
Please enjoy being here; choose to be happy (no, we can't do that work for you).

www.riverpoets.com


